In-Person Housing Design Forum
Late Spring 8 LU/HSW Anticipated
The annual Housing Design Forum explores design trends, policy regulations, practice innovations, design case studies, and strategies that support plentiful, thoughtful, diverse, and sustainable housing options for current and future residents alike.

In-Person Honor Awards for Washington Architecture
November
Call for Submissions launches in August!
AIA Seattle’s signature program, the nationally-recognized Honor Awards for Washington Architecture, explores our state’s best design projects in an event of unique rigor and breadth, and provides an important opportunity for the design community to consider the state of architectural design and share its achievements with practitioners and the community-at-large.

Virtual Safety Assessment Program
Early Spring 6 LU/HSW Anticipated
The Safety Assessment Program (SAP) Training equips architects, engineers, officials, and inspectors to assess buildings and infrastructure post-disaster, training them as first-responders for a safe transition to reoccupying, clearing, or demolishing structures.

Virtual Climate Leadership Summit
Early Spring 8 LU/HSW Anticipated
The annual Climate Leadership Summit amplifies the role of the profession in climate and sustainability at varying scales, exploring critical topics such as resilience thinking, rapid decarbonization, and a just transition, and considers conditions that allow future generations and ecosystems to thrive.

In-Person AHC Conferences
Spring and Fall 6 LU/HSW Anticipated per session
For over 30 years, the Architecture for Health Committee (AHC) has connected and educated healthcare professionals in Washington and Oregon. AHC conducts programs with keynote speakers, panel discussions, and tours focusing on innovations, codes, and adaptations in the region’s healthcare systems and their integration with the built environment.

Series Justice & Equity Series
Fall 12 LU/HSW Anticipated
Expanding upon our Culture Change in Practice cohort program and with the goal of building a more equitable profession and built environment, this series will explore opportunities to advance individual culture competency, organizational equity work, and industry-wide change.

Series Building Code Series
Quarterly
2-4 LU/HSW Anticipated per session
The AIA Seattle Code Committee, featuring experts from both public and private sectors, annually selects vital building code topics for the AEC community, with this year’s four sessions exploring the latest developments in local codes, existing building requirements, accessibility, and compliance issues.

Series Climate Leadership Summit
Early Spring 8 LU/HSW Anticipated
The annual Housing Design Forum explores design trends, policy regulations, practice innovations, design case studies, and strategies that support plentiful, thoughtful, diverse, and sustainable housing options for current and future residents alike.

2024 Programs + Events

*All programs subject to change. Please visit aiaseattle.org for the most up to date information.